Local Rules
In some facilities a machine operator or first line supervisor may select the next job to be processed. The rule for selection is not based upon any global understanding of the production plan but upon the criteria by which the individual is judged.
If someone is judged by conformance lo standard hours: then the job selected will be the one that offers the best ratio between actual and standard hours. The definition of parts in t-he model must include two elements:
1) the processmg steps required to make each part and 2) the production orders for the parts. For orders in-process the online data collection system must report the status of every order.
Rules
The operating rules selected for l-he facility will be evaluated by the simulator. The rules should define the following:
1) operating schedules, 2) load movement rules, 3) intraorder sequencing rules and 4) machine scheduling rules. For each shift of each day of the simulation period each machine should be specified as either on or off shift.
The numbers of operators of each class for each shift should hkewise be specified.
Load Movement
Rules. Load movement rules determine where and when loads are moved after they complete an operatron.
The load may be kept at tbe current operation, moved to the next operation or placed in a storage area.
4.3.3. XntraOrder Sequencing Rules. For multiple load orders it should be possible to treat the loads almost independently, to require that the loads pass through their processing sequence in "lock step", or to require some compromise between these two extremes.
'Task Selection
Rules. When a machine becomes free and multiple loads are waiting to be processed by a machine of its family then it is necessary to choose one of the loads as the next task for the machine.
Task selection rules are the rules followed by machines in making such choices.
A task selection rule is a sequence of criteria which are used one by one to reduce the numtn?r of possible choices to one. 
